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Living the Colors 2021-06-25 ashok who belongs to a middleclass family was a
person who started his young life ignoring his unpleasant past and tried to
live in the utopia of happiness a post graduate in engineering he started his
career as a budding industrialist with great effort and ambition over the
years he realized it was not possible many times to avoid the past easily
life taught him to learn to live happily by taking past incidents of pain in
his stride by open mindedness he became a successful businessman in course of
time the story brings forth the incidents of his early life in a hilarious
vein because the object of hurt was not the viewer of the incident the
picturization of ashok s love at first sight and his marriage function are
romantic and interesting we come across in successive pages many incidents of
ashok s endeavors to become successful by adopting comradery with partners
and accepting innovative methods suggested by knowledgeable pioneers on the
path the story of young ashok with his unbent approach towards his ambition
and success is a satisfying read ashok s life leaves a path showing steps of
success and failures and of joy and pain too
Artificial Intelligence for Smart Healthcare 2023-06-09 this book provides
information on interdependencies of medicine and telecommunications
engineering and how the two must rely on each other to effectively function
in this era the book discusses new techniques for medical service
improvisation such as clear cut views on medical technologies the authors
provide chapters on communication essentiality in healthcare processing of



medical amenities using medical images the importance of data and information
technology in medicine and machine learning and artificial intelligence in
healthcare authors include researchers academics and professionals in the
field
Beyond Nationalist Frames 2002-09-20 the political context in which
historians of india find themselves today says sumit sarkar is dominated by
the advance of the hindu right and globalized forms of capitalism while the
historian s intellectual context is dominated by the marginalization of all
varieties of marxism and an academic shift to cultural studies and postmodern
critique in beyond nationalist frames one of india s foremost contemporary
historians offers his view of how the craft of history should be practiced in
this complex conjuncture in studies of colonial time keeping rabindranath
tagore s fiction and pre independence bengal sarkar explores new approaches
to the writing of history essays on contemporary politics consider the
implications of the hindu bomb the rewriting of national history textbooks by
hindu fundamentalists and the issue of conversion to christianity scholars in
all the fields touched by recent developments in south asian historiography
anthropology feminist theory comparative literature cultural studies will
find this a stimulating and provocative collection of essays as will anyone
interested in indian politics
Comprehensive Guide to Heterogeneous Networks 2022-09-20 comprehensive guide
to heterogeneous networks discusses the fundamental motivations behind this



cutting edge development along with a brief discussion on the diverse
definitions of hns the future of heterogeneous wireless networks hwns is
covered including test cases cost configuration economic benefits and basic
challenges other sections cover the topology management method in context of
heterogeneous sensor nodes with diverse communication and sensing range in
addition an outline of the pros and cons of the clustering criteria in hwsns
and taxonomy are summarized and provide futuristic research directions final
sections discuss the future evolution of hns and their implementations in
diverse applications this is an essential reference book for advanced
students on courses in wireless communications clinical engineering and
networking it will also be of interest to researchers network planners
technical mangers and other professionals in these fields discusses the most
important problems challenges and issues which arise when designing real time
heterogeneous networks for diverse scenarios represents the unique features
of heterogeneous sensor networks giving the end user a better understanding
of the environment provides an overview of real time performance issues in
heterogeneous networks specifically multi tasking multi level scheduling
localization and security issues includes applications of heterogeneous
networks in diverse fields and focuses on the convergence of heterogeneous
wireless networks for 5g
Indian Ethnobotany: Emerging Trends 2016-07-01 currently ethnobotany has been
a subject of wide interest for research in developing and developed countries



the book has been dedicated to the doyen of indian ethnobiology dr s k jain
fna popularly known as father of indian ethnobotany the book comprises very
important articles written by notable ethnobiologists botanists on different
aspects of ethnobotany the book would certainly be useful to the students
researchers and teachers working on various aspects of ethnobotany and
helpful to various pharmaceutical industries in exploring plants for
preparation of new drugs
Current Topics in Developmental Biology 1997-10-01 volume 35 proves to be
essential reading for anyone interested in reactions between retinoid
signaling pathways and the genes regulating cell proliferation survival
developmentally regulated changes in the nuclear envelope the developmental
roles of the egfr or erbb family the correspondence between phylogeny and
life history in polyembryonic insect development control of cadherin function
by extracellular signals the importance of the spemann organizer for neural
induction and the study of signal transduction in drosophila melanogaster
Physicochemical Studies of Microcrystalline Cellulose (MCC) AS Filler for
PVA-LiTFSI Polymer Electrolyte (Penerbit USM) 2022-01-31 nowadays the widely
used of liquid and synthetic polymer electrolyte to fabricate supercapacitor
devices and conventional lithium ion batteries is still struggling with
safety issues expensive cost of nonbiodegradable and nonrenewable raw
materials and low ionic conductivity performance these reasons have engrossed
our attention in finding electrolyte based natural polymer as an alternative



source by utilizing cellulose based materials from oil palm fronds in the
development of green and biocompatible polymer electrolyte malaysia produces
approximately 26 million metric tons of oil palm fronds waste annually
despite its potential application there is no comprehensive study on the
utilization of microcrystalline cellulose from oil palm fronds as
biodegradable filler in solid polymer electrolyte thus this book presents a
study of the extraction of microcrystalline cellulose from oil palm fronds to
form a solid polymer electrolyte via solution casting method that can be used
as potential green polymer electrolytes for the industrial use
Growing up in Adoption 2023-05-18 what does it take to keep a family together
a family completed through adoption love patience compassion understanding a
little of everything maybe the book elucidates real life adoption experiences
through the voices of adoptive families and adult adoptees as they share
their moments of joy sadness challenges pain fulfilment and much more it
touches upon grief and loss and the stark realities of adoption adoptive
parents share their experiences of how they let their adopted children know
that they were adopted and how they handled root search which are crucial
issues when it comes to understanding adoption the book highlights some of
the less frequently discussed adoption issues such as dealing with mixed
emotions relating to an identity crisis and the desire of the adoptees to
learn about their biological roots also included are candid accounts from
adult adoptees on growing up in adoption by providing glimpses of the world



of adoption the author aims to aid prospective and current adopting
individuals to understand the thought process of adoptive children and be
better prepared as parents are you looking to adopt don t forget to take a
look at the questionnaire to test your readiness for adoption
adoptionmakesafamily this book is a welcome contribution to the small body of
literature on adoption in india dr shalini bharat director and vice
chancellor of tata institute of social sciences this book has a mission not
just to educate but it will be a support through your pilgrimage as a parent
dr aloma lobo adoptive parent and former chairperson of the central adoption
resource authority and the adoption coordinating agency karnataka bharatiya
samaj seva kendra works towards making a positive difference in the lives of
vulnerable children and families since 1979
Reclaiming Karbala 2023-07-25 analysing an extensive range of texts and
publications across multiple genres formats and literary lineages reclaiming
karbala studies the emergence and formation of a viable muslim identity in
bengal over the late 19th century through the 1940s beginning with an
explanation of the tenets of the battle of karbala this multi layered study
explores what it means to be muslim as well as the nuanced relationship
between religion linguistic identity and literary modernity that marks both
bengaliness and muslimness in the region this book is an intervention into
the literature on regional islam in bengal offering a complex perspective on
the polemic on religion and language in the formation of a jatiya bengali



muslim identity in a multilingual context this book by placing this polemic
in the context of intra islamic reformist conflict shows how all these rival
reformist groups unanimously negated the karbala centric commemorative ritual
of muharram and shī ī intercessory piety to secure a pro caliphate
sensibility as the core value of the bengali muslim public sphere
Chronicles of a Police Inspector 1999 step into the thrilling world of the
chronicles of a lady police inspector where captivating short stories bring
to life the gripping cases from the diaries of a tenacious detective brace
yourself for a riveting journey through the intricate webs of crime filled
with unexpected twists and turns that will leave you on the edge of your seat
each case is meticulously crafted to immerse you in the pulse pounding world
of police detection procedures experience firsthand the trials and
tribulations faced by dedicated law enforcement personnel as they navigate
the treacherous path of justice behind the headlines lie the untold stories
of the traumatic experiences they endure unveiling the relentless pursuit of
truth amidst shrewd tactics employed by cunning culprits based on real life
police cases these tales artfully blend fact and fiction transporting you
into the heart of the true cat and mouse game between hunter and hunted with
every page you ll find yourself engrossed in the electrifying chase
unravelling clues alongside the lady police inspector as she delves into the
depths of the criminal underworld prepare to be captivated by these
spellbinding stories that resonate with the essence of the who done it genre



the chronicles of a lady police inspector will keep you guessing until the
final revelation as you embark on a captivating journey that will leave you
breathless and craving for more get ready to unravel the secrets solve the
puzzles and experience the thrill of justice served
Mrs. Picasso 2021-09-30 a young woman who has experienced numerous challenges
turns to an artist and becomes well known for her work because she was such a
talented artist she was renowned as mrs picasso as you dive into her story
you will learn more about mrs picasso and the conclusion will astound you
Disciplineary Acitons 2007 naveen s short stories encompass a wide spectrum
of life they reveal his insights into the intricacies of the psychological
social and political life of the telugu people and lay bare the reality
behind the manifest the themes touched upon by him in this collection of
short stories are so varied as to include the psychological conflicts
experienced by the sensitive among us exploitation of children and
adolescents by unfeeling guardians and employers violence in rural telangana
the subhuman lives of beggars and subalterns the ill treatment regularly
meted out to women within and outside marriage and the insensitivity of women
themselves to the genuine needs of their men that is indeed a mouthful of
life to savour and mull over naveen creates a great variety of characters he
doesn t suggest solutions to problems he gives a comprehensive picture of
them it s for us to take in as much of the picture as we want r s
sudarsanamfamous writer and critic



Lifescapes 2020-01-07 a writer of great subtlety and intelligence who
understands that emotional power comes from the steady accretion of detail
kamila shamsie guardian she writes elegantly and intelligently whatever the
subject matter francesca angelini the times a compulsively readable novel
manil suri new york times a horse was in flames it roamed beneath the ocean
breathing fire when he wakes up elango knows his life has changed his dream
will consume him until he gives it shape the potter must create a terracotta
horse whose beauty will be reason enough for its existence yet he cannot pin
down from where it has galloped into his mind the mahabharata or trojan
legend or his anonymous potter ancestors nor can he say where it belongs in a
temple compound within a hotel lobby or with zohra whom he despairs of ever
marrying the astral indefinable force driving elango towards forbidden love
and creation has unleashed other currents a neighbourhood girl begins her
bewildering journey into adulthood developing a complicated relationship with
him a lost dog adopts him taking over his heart meanwhile his community is
driven by inflammatory passions of a different kind here people animals and
even the gods live on a knife s edge and the consequences of daring to dream
against the tide are cataclysmic moving between india and england the
earthspinner reflects the many ways in which the east encounters the west it
breathes new life into ancient myths giving allegorical shape to the war of
fanaticism against reason and the imagination it is an intricate wrenching
novel about the changed ways of loving and living in the modern world



The Earthspinner 2023-01-01 the definitive biography of the eldest son of
emperor shah jahan whose death at the hands of his younger brother aurangzeb
changed the course of south asian history dara shukoh was the eldest son of
shah jahan the fifth mughal emperor best known for commissioning the taj
mahal as a mausoleum for his beloved wife mumtaz mahal although the mughals
did not practice primogeniture dara a sufi who studied hindu thought was the
presumed heir to the throne and prepared himself to be india s next ruler in
this exquisite narrative biography the most comprehensive ever written
supriya gandhi draws on archival sources to tell the story of the four
brothers dara shuja murad and aurangzeb who with their older sister jahanara
begum clashed during a war of succession emerging victorious aurangzeb
executed his brothers jailed his father and became the sixth and last great
mughal after aurangzeb s reign the mughal empire began to disintegrate
endless battles with rival rulers depleted the royal coffers until by the end
of the seventeenth century europeans would start gaining a foothold along the
edges of the subcontinent historians have long wondered whether the mughal
empire would have crumbled when it did allowing european traders to seize
control of india if dara shukoh had ascended the throne to many in south asia
aurangzeb is the scholastic bigot who imposed a strict form of islam and
alienated his non muslim subjects dara by contrast is mythologized as a poet
and mystic gandhi s nuanced biography gives us a more complex and revealing
portrait of this mughal prince than we have ever had



Indian Journal of Petroleum Geology 2016-11-23 we all have experienced life
in our own way we are inspired by people who have walked ahead of us and left
a treasure of experiences in spite of it some still see an opportunity and
brave the odds disrupting the set barriers bringing a change leaving a new
benchmark by attempting something which was once termed ridiculous or absurd
setting a new norm this is a story of two family who follow the same faith
belief tradition culture the difference is the environment in which they are
brought up you cannot be happy in someone else s shoes therefore choice on
how to live is our own decision responsibility some want easy going life
filled with love warmth and happiness some enjoy the thrill of life one a
humble lover living a life served on a platter and accepting the day as it is
served another a sportsman an entrepreneur a sportspreneur who accepted the
challenges thrown at him facing the odds and finally to be called a sports
prince on purchase of this ebook get free an ebook of prateeksha an anthology
of thrilling stories write to the author cgarryjames gmail com along with
your invoice number and email id for verification and you will get the ebook
in mail
The Emperor Who Never Was 2020-03-11 this book is intended to attract the
attention of practitioners and researchers in academia and industry
interested in challenging paradigms of image and video coding algorithms with
an emphasis on recent technological developments all the chapters are well
demonstrated by various researchers around the world covering the field of



image and video processing this book highlights the current research in the
image and video processing area such as image fusion image segmentation and
classification image compression machine vision algorithms and video
compression the entire work available in the book is mainly focusing on
researchers who can do quality research in the area of image and video
processing and related fields each chapter is an independent research which
will definitely motivate the young researchers to ponder into these eleven
chapters available in five sections will be an eye opener for all who are
doing systematic research in these fields
In The Shadows 2011-04-26 this book is intended to attract the attention of
practitioners and researchers in academia and industry interested in
challenging paradigms of coding theory and computer vision the chapters in
this comprehensive reference explore the latest developments methods
approaches and applications of coding theory in a wide variety of fields and
endeavours this book is compiled with a view to provide researchers
academicians and readers with an in depth discussion of the latest advances
in this field it consists of twelve chapters from academicians practitioners
and researchers from different disciplines of life all the chapters are
authored by various researchers around the world covering the field of coding
theory and image and video processing this book mainly focusses on
researchers who can do quality research in the area of coding theory and
image and video processing and related fields each chapter is an independent



research study which will motivate young researchers to think about these
twelve chapters are presented in three sections and will be an eye opener for
all who systematic researchers in these fields
Recent Advances in Image and Video Coding 2012-01-09 information has become
one of the most valuable assets in the modern era within the last 5 10 years
the demand for multimedia applications has increased enormously like many
other recent developments the materialization of image and video encoding is
due to the contribution from major areas like good network access good amount
of fast processors e t c many standardization procedures were carrried out
for the development of image and video coding the advancement of computer
storage technology continues at a rapid pace as a means of reducing storage
requirements of an image and video as most situation warrants thus the
science of digital video compression coding has emerged this storage capacity
seems to be more impressive when it is realized that the intent is to deliver
very high quality video to the end user with as few visible artifacts as
possible current methods of video compression such as moving pictures experts
group mpeg standard provide good performance in terms of retaining video
quality while reducing the storage requirements many books are available for
video coding fundamentals this book is the research outcome of various
researchers and professors who have contributed a might in this field this
book suits researchers doing their research in the area of video coding the
understanding of fundamentals of video coding is essential for the reader



before reading this book the book revolves around three different challenges
namely i coding strategies coding efficiency and computational complexity ii
video compression and iii error resilience the complete efficient video
system depends upon source coding proper inter and intra frame coding
emerging newer transform quantization techniques and proper error concealment
the book gives the solution of all the challenges and is available in
different sections
Coding Theory 2012-01-09 light metals advances in research and application
2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative
and comprehensive information about light metals the editors have built light
metals advances in research and application 2011 edition on the vast
information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about
light metals in this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere
else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the
content of light metals advances in research and application 2011 edition has
been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research
institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources
and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at
scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a source you
can cite with authority confidence and credibility more information is
available at scholarlyeditions com
Effective Video Coding for Multimedia Applications 2005 oligopeptides



advances in research and application 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions
ebook that delivers timely authoritative and comprehensive information about
oligopeptides the editors have built oligopeptides advances in research and
application 2011 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews
you can expect the information about oligopeptides in this ebook to be deeper
than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable
authoritative informed and relevant the content of oligopeptides advances in
research and application 2011 edition has been produced by the world s
leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all
of the content is from peer reviewed sources and all of it is written
assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available
exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with authority
confidence and credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions
com
Light Metals: Advances in Research and Application: 2011 Edition 2016-02-04
this publication showcases the work of uk mathematicians and statisticians by
describing industrial problems that have been successfully solved together
with a summary of the financial and or societal impact that arose from the
work the articles are grouped by sector and include contributions to climate
modelling engineering and health the articles are based on impact case
studies that were submitted to the research excellence framework ref2014 a uk
government sponsored exercise that assessed the research quality within uk



universities there are many publications in the realm of popular mathematics
as well as a vast research literature that underpins this this work is aimed
at a middle ground between these two articles contain some mathematical
detail but the emphasis is on telling the story of a successful collaboration
between academia and industry and on the results obtained uk success stories
in industrial mathematics is therefore accessible to a wide readership with
interest in the applications of mathematics and statistics to problems of
industrial importance and to those interested in how mathematics and
statistics research affects our everyday lives and leads to economic and
societal benefits
Oligopeptides: Advances in Research and Application: 2011 Edition 2020-01-07
this book gathers high quality research papers presented at the first
international conference icsc 2019 organised by thdc institute of hydropower
engineering and technology tehri india from 20 to 21 april 2019 the book is
divided into two major sections intelligent computing and smart communication
some of the areas covered are parallel and distributed systems services
databases and data mining applications feature selection and feature
extraction high performance data mining algorithms knowledge discovery
communication protocols and architectures high speed communication high
voltage insulation technologies fault detection and protection power system
analysis embedded systems architectures electronics in renewable energy cad
for vlsi green electronics signal and image processing pattern recognition



and analysis multi resolution analysis and wavelets 3d and stereo imaging and
neural networks
Petroleum Geology of the Cambay Basin, Gujarat., India 2023-06-06 a
comprehensive treatise on international military interventions a hand to hand
fight by a young officer against the ltte and another unit s bloody pitched
battle while encircled by ltte cadres facing certain annihilation an officer
and a jawan have a premonition of their impending death the unit s
unflinching support mitigates a widow s trauma of losing her husband in the
face of a callous state government a brigade commander a staff officer and a
unit commanding officer share lessons during the command and management of
troops in war under ambiguous circumstances the aviator s daredevil role of
rescue and support in the face of enemy fire a naval officer s poignant race
while on a ship to reach out in aid of his dying army colleague a vip heli
landing into an ltte infested area almost comes to grief but for the courage
of a few good men a doctor s unique bond with troops when the latter
virtually denies his leave request a risky raid by an infantry column into a
thickly forested enemy camp amidst repeated ambushes an iaf pilot deftly
handles the il76 to fly in the t 72 tank into an uncharted overseas
destination an attack helicopter pilot shares the unique experience of
handling the mi 25 with its deadly firepower in the jungles against ltte
while minimising collateral damage veterans quest to resurrect the ipkf
legacy by covering 6 500 km in 23 days motorcycle expedition to the north



east 28 compelling accounts by the authors of valiant deeds undying memories
careless of eye and coarse of the lip they marched in the holiest fellowship
that heaven might heal the world they gave their earth born dreams to deck
the grave marching men by marjorie pickthall
UK Success Stories in Industrial Mathematics 2017-07-05 this book presents a
lucid comprehensive and entertaining narrative of culture and society in late
19th and early 20th century maharashtra through a perceptive study of its
theatre and cinema an intellectual tour de force it will be invaluable to
scholars and researchers of modern indian history theatre and film studies
cultural studies sociology gender studies as well as the interested general
reader
International Conference on Intelligent Computing and Smart Communication
2019 1991 written by a highly prestigious and knowledgeable team of top
scientists in the field this book provides an overview of the current status
of controlled living polymerization combining the synthetic mechanistic and
application oriented aspects from the contents anionic vinyl polymerization
carbocationic polymerization radical polymerization coordinative
polymerization of olefins ring opening polymerization of heterocycles ring
opening metathesis polymerization macromolecular architectures complex
functional macromolecules synthesis of block and graft copolymers bulk and
solution structures of block copolymers industrial applications while some of
the material is based on chapters taken from the four volume work



macromolecular engineering it is completely updated and rewritten to reflect
the focus of this monograph must have knowledge for polymer and organic
chemists plastics technologists materials scientists and chemical engineers
RESURRECTING THE IPKF LEGACY 2009-12-23 bamboo materials are well available
in the world bamboo has much shorter maturity than trees thus can be
harvested with shorter cycles of plantation despite the fact that human
society has a long history of using bamboo there is still a lack of modern
and industrialized application of bamboo materials in construction promoting
the application
Gender, Culture, and Performance 2008-09-01 the third edition of this well
regarded introduction to hinduism adds new material on the religion s origins
on its relations with rival traditions and on hindu science
Proceedings of the Conference on Integrated Exploration Research,
Achievements and Perspectives 2007-07-05 unwired fiction for unwired minds
aimed straight at the space between malls and war zones the slippery slope
that leads to either place or both at once but with a little hope and
imagination points the way to our escape
Controlled and Living Polymerizations 2014-09-19 this book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 8th international conference on independent
component analysis and signal separation ica 2009 held in paraty brazil in
march 2009 the 97 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 137 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on



theory algorithms and architectures biomedical applications image processing
speech and audio processing other applications as well as a special session
on evaluation
Modern Bamboo Structures 2009-03-16 by providing expositions to modeling
principles theories computational solutions and open problems this reference
presents a full scope on relevant biological phenomena modeling frameworks
technical challenges and algorithms up to date developments of structures of
biomolecules systems biology advanced models and algorithms sampling
techniques for estimating evolutionary rates and generating molecular
structures accurate computation of probability landscape of stochastic
networks solving discrete chemical master equations end of chapter exercises
A Survey of Hinduism 2016-01-07 this book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the first international conference on audio and video based
biometric person authentication avbpa 97 held in crans montana switzerland in
march 1997 the 49 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected by the program committee for inclusion in the book also included are
four invited contributions the papers are organized in sections on facial
features localisation lip and facial motion visual non face biometrics face
based authentication text dependent speaker authentication text independent
authentication audio video features and fusion and systems and applications
The War Is Over, Let's Go Shopping • Stories by Paul A. Toth 1997-03-03 this
work takes a multidisciplinary approach to grain storage research applying



knowledge from the fields of biology cereal chemistry economics engineering
mathematical modelling and toxicology to the study of the complex
interactions among physical and biological variables in stored grain bulks
that cause the deterioration of stored grain details the prevention and
control of pests and contaminants
Independent Component Analysis and Signal Separation 1994-10-20 environmental
chemicals desk reference is a concise version of the widely read
agrochemicals desk reference and groundwater chemicals desk reference this up
to date volume was inspired by the need for a combination of the material in
both references together with the large number of research publications and
the continued interest in the fate transport and remediation of hazardous
substances much new data has been added to this unique edition including
global legislation reach and sustainability thereby reflecting the wealth of
literature in the field featured are environmental and physical chemical data
on more than 200 compounds including pesticides herbicides and fungicides
Models and Algorithms for Biomolecules and Molecular Networks 2017-09-01
special topic volume with invited peer reviewed papers only
Audio- and Video-based Biometric Person Authentication 2010-07-26 the laws of
india
Stored-Grain Ecosystems 1996 this book presents the select proceedings of
international conference on civil engineering innovative development in
engineering advances icc idea 2023 this book covers the latest research in



the areas of construction engineering and management urban planning and
design building energy conservation and green architecture materials science
and engineering innovation in construction materials and information
technology in civil engineering the book is useful for researchers and
professionals in civil engineering
Environmental Chemicals Desk Reference 2023-11-20
Current Application of Polymers and Nano Materials
Police Abuse and Killings of Street Children in India
Sustainable Innovations in Construction Management
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